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Message from the President



Contributed by: Abu Hassan, President



Agami completed another very successful year in 2013, the 11th year of our operations. Throughout this journey, from 2003 until 2013, Agami has achieved phenomenal growth in various dimensions. In 2013, Agami reached a significant financial milestone. For the first time, both the revenue and expense exceeded $100,000 (revenue $113,182 and expense $103,890). This past year, for the first time Agami initiated a local project in the San Francisco Bay area of California in partnership with local non-profit Breakthrough Silicon Valley (BSV). On the grants side, we have signed a partnership contract with Asian Development Bank (ADB) to work on the Khan Academy Math Video initiative for Bangladesh. On the fundraising side, 2013 has been a very active year with multiple events and drives raising a record annual total of $81,788. The efforts started with the annual fundraiser event in March raising over $50,000. Later in the year, Agami North East Chapter (ANEC) organized a fundraiser in NY city raising another $10,000. We closed the year with a very successful e-campaign raising $21,000.



“For the first time, both the revenue and expense exceeded $100,000”



On the grants front, ADB contract to partner on a project around Khan Academy Math Video tutorials was signed in October 2013. The scope of this 14 month contract is almost $95,000. We have also received a grant of $5,000 from the Mentor Graphics Foundation for the third phase of the Khan Academy Math Video project (KAP). Corporate matching for employee donations had another banner year with matching from well-known companies like Microsoft Corporation, Apple, Google, Mentor Graphics, Cisco, Oracle, E-Bay, Ameriprise, Bank of America, and Chevron. Project activities grew substantially year over year due to launching of ADB project and ongoing investment in KAP initiative. In 2013, we supported 4 programs in 13 schools impacting 4077 students. Implementation of ADB partnership project was launched towards the end of the year. In parallel, we have continued our focus and efforts in the Khan Academy Math Video initiative (KAP). Our vision is to scale up KAP initiative tremendously over the next 2-5 years. Organizationally, the North-East Chapter (ANEC) organized its first fundraising event in NY city and also formed its first executive committee. Agami Education Foundation (AEF) started taking more ownership of driving and monitoring of the projects in Bangladesh including overseeing the execution of KAP initiative. In 2013, Agami entered into the second decade (eleventh year) with the vision of growing with impact. With investment in strategic initiatives like Khan Academy Math Video project and partnership with large well-established organization like ADB, we look forward to ongoing growth with impact for the underprivileged children in years to come.



Abu S Mahmudul Hassan President Agami Inc.
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2013: Year of Growth and Accomplishments In 2013, Agami crossed a revenue threshold of $100K and its reach of projects across Bangladesh has grown wider and deeper. Agami has refined and established several operational procedures setting the organization on a more solid footing. Contributed by: Nisar Ahmed, Board Director



Throughout the year in 2013 Agami board reviewed and made decisions on a number of important governance and operational items, including: 1. Zero Overhead Policy: The Board reviewed the zero-overhead policy and decided to stay with the current policy of not spending any donation funds in administrative or overhead costs. The Board also recognized that if organization grows at its current pace this policy may need to be revisited in couple of years. 2. Carry-Over Funds: In the absence of any specific guidelines from IRS on how much funds a 501(c)3 non-profit organization can carry over or general practice by other non-profits the Board decided to continue the cautious approach of maintaining a healthy carry-over funds in case funds raised in the following year fall short of expectation. 3. Funding Infrastructure Development: As a general policy Agami tries to avoid funding major civil construction or infrastructure projects/items. In a slight revision to this policy, the Board decided to evaluate merits of such projects/items on a case by case basis instead of outright rejecting them. 4. Engagement in Local Projects: In a milestone decision Agami Board decided to contribute to the local community through supporting/funding local education initiatives for underprivileged children. The Board unanimously agreed that local engagement helps get Agami’s name out in the local mainstream community and also helps give back to the community where Agami raises most of its funds. However, to ensure that Agami stays focused on its mission of supporting the basic education for the underprivileged in Bangladesh, not more than 10% of Agami’s annual budget can be spent on projects outside of Bangladesh. 5. Vision, Mission, and Core Values: the Board reviewed and, after careful and necessary deliberations, updated Agami’s mission, vision, and core values (MVCV). The updated MVCV, posted on Agami website, more clearly reflects Agami. 6. Financial Policy and Practice Guidelines: Agami Board drafted and adopted a financial policy and practice guidelines for the organization. Agami has always practiced transparent financial procedures. Adoption of the new guidelines puts that practice on a solid foundation of a set of well documented formal policies and procedures. This is a significant achievement.
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2013: Year of Growth and Accomplishments (continued)



In 2013, Agami board has been closely engaged in a set of milestone activities – helping and guiding the executive team:



Contributed by: Nisar Ahmed, Board Director



1. Funding a Local Project: In line with an earlier decision to engage in local projects, Agami Board decided to partner with a local non-profit called Breakthrough Silicon Valley (BSV) and provide $5000 to support two underprivileged children receive education through BSV program for a year. 2. First Agami Chapter: 2013 saw the formation of the first Agami chapter outside of the San Francisco Bay Area and Bangladesh. The Agami North East Chapter (ANEC) in the New Jersey, New York, and New England area was formed by dedicated volunteers in that region. ANEC also successfully completed its first major fundraiser in November, 2013 by raising more than $8000. 3. Successful Annual and Year-End Fundraisers: Agami’s 2013 annual fundraising event was held on March 31 in the San Francisco Bay Area. This was yet another successful fundraiser that brought in $47k to help the underprivileged children in Bangladesh. The entire cost of the event was more than covered from the non-donation proceeds from ticket sales, raffle, auction, etc. Covering the cost of the event from non-donation proceeds helped Agami maintain its zero-overhead policy. Agami’s year-end fundraising drive – a campaign through electronic and phone communications – successfully raised another $25k, exceeding expectation and meeting the target. The year-end fundraiser tally includes the $8k raised by the ANEC. 4. Landing an ADB Contract: The most exciting achievement of 2013 was the signing of a contract with the multilateral lender Asian Development Bank (ADB) worth $94k for a grant funded project in Bangladesh. Under this project, Agami is currently delivering a complete set of math video tutorials as per Bangladesh curriculum for grades 3 – 10. Khan Academy math tutorials earlier translated by Agami in 2011 paved the way for this new ADB funded project. The project is expected to be completed in 2014. We need to capitalize on the momentum set in 2013 and keep moving forward with vigor and commitment to the cause. Agami can make difference. THANK YOU to our donors, supporters, volunteers, well-wishers, executive team, ANEC, and Agami Education Foundation (AEF) in Bangladesh for helping Agami make a difference in the lives of underprivileged children in Bangladesh.
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School Program



Contributed by: Dilruba Chowdhury, Director of Programs



Our School Program is the core project through which we provide basic support to under-resourced schools across Bangladesh. We partner with selected schools each year, and develop plans to address the schools’ needs through financial and other support. Agami and partner schools share the goal of promoting a school environment that is welcoming and academically enriching for the students and teachers. In 2013, as part of the School Program, Agami worked in 11 schools, impacting 3,729 students. Items we funded: ● Operations – teacher and staff salary, tiffin, uniform, school supplies and exam fees ● Infrastructural improvements – computer labs ● Academic programs – students tutoring students ● Extra-curricular programs – study tours, parent-teacher meetings In 2013, Agami welcomed 4 new schools in the program (see school list below). ● Alok Shishu Shikkhyaloy – Dhaka ● PSD Primary School – Dhaka ● Bangladesh Mohila Samity School – Dhaka ● Agamir Pathshala – Rangamati ● Dhaora High School – Jhenidah ● Doshgram High School – Sylhet ● Tepamadhupur Girls High School – Rangpur ● KSN Institute – Gopalgan (new in 2013) ● Nayalavanga Girls High School – Chapainawabganj (new in 2013) ● Mashilla High School – Jessore (new in 2013) ● CCCM School – Narayangonj (new in 2013)
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School Program



Profiles of new schools in 2013



Contributed by: Dilruba Chowdhury, Director of Programs



KSN Institute or Kotalipara SN Institution is located in Kotalipara Upazilla in Gopalgonj. The school was established in 1947. In 2013, it had 480 students enrolled in Grades 6 to 10. As part of Agami’s school program, KSNI has started to set up a computer lab in the school. Nayalavanga Girls High School is located in Chapainawabganj. This girls’ only school was established in 1993 in a rural community. In 2013, it had 307 students enrolled in Grades 6 to 10. As part of Agami’s school program, Nayalavanga has started to set up a computer lab in the school. Mashilla High School is located in Chowgacha, Jessore. The school was established in 1969 in a rural community and provides education to 316 boys and girls enrolled in Grades 6 to 10. As part of Agami’s school program, Mashilla has started to set up a computer lab in the school. CCCM or Chittaranjan Cotton Mills High School is located in Narayangonj industrial area. The school was established in 1955 and currently has 1200 students enrolled in Grades 1 to 10. As part of Agami’s school program, CCCM had set up a teachers’ lounge along with undertaking class room improvements by providing new furniture.
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Khan Academy



Contributed by: Dilruba Chowdhury, Director of Programs



Our Khan Academy Program brings the much acclaimed Khan Academy online education videos to the underprivileged in Bangladesh. We translate, match contents and provide the technology to make it accessible to the target students. The Khan Academy Phase III project or KAP3 was undertaken in 2013 as a follow up of Khan Academy Phase II which concluded in 2012. As part of KAP3, more than 450 primary school students from grades 3, 4 and 5 were provided with access to Khan Academy math video tutorials. In addition, another 80+ high school students received access as a continuation of KAP2 from previous year. The students accessed the videos using Tablets distributed by Agami. Training was provided to the math teachers to facilitate implementation in schools. 2 training workshops were held in Agami office in Dhaka. In addition, training was provided at schools by visiting Agami teams. Bi-weekly and monthly monitoring and support visits were conducted throughout the school year. More than 36 school visits were conducted by a 4 member monitoring team to monitor implementation of the project, provide support to teachers and students, address any issues and conduct surveys. More than 99% of the students surveyed in 2 of the participating schools reported that they liked using the videos. In addition, students provided positive responses on various learning aspects of the videos as well as how they can be useful to them.
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Khan Academy



Khan Academy Program:



Contributed by: Dilruba Chowdhury, Director of Programs



At one of the participating schools, a 3 year survey of math scores in the national exam showed marked improvement after implementing the Khan Academy program. Before Khan Academy program was started the overall result was average with the same percentage of students receiving the highest (A+) and lowest (D) grades in Math in 2011. After 1 year of Khan Academy, there was significant improvement in 2012, with percentage of students receiving A+ rising to 36% from 23% and percentage of students receiving D going down to 18% from 23%. In the most recent exams in November 2013 following 2 years of Khan Academy, 62.5% of the grade 5 students at Alok received A+ in Math. The school authorities attribute this improvement largely to the implementation of the Khan Academy program. The main limitation of the program as identified by all teachers was the lack of content to cover the complete curriculum. As a result, teachers were often discouraged from integrating the videos as part of regular classroom lessons. To address this issue, Agami initiated a large scale parallel program in November 2013 to develop additional content including new translations and new videos to be produced by Agami. This initiative was designed in collaboration with Asian Development Bank and when completed in December 2014, will include content covering complete grade 3 to 10 Math curriculum.
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Agami NorthEast Chapter (ANEC)



Contributed by: Shahid Ahmed, ANEC Associate Coordinator



On September 22, 2013, Agami NorthEast Chapter (ANEC) organized its first fundraiser in New York City. The event was held in Hotel Taj Mahal, a popular local restaurant in Jamaica, NY, and raised more than $8,000 for the organization. The meticulously organized event was addressed by all three co-founders of Agami. Dr. Sabir Majumder gave a detailed presentation on Agami Operations, how the organization grew from a small fund of $1,500 in 2003 supporting just one primary school. to having a budget of over $100,000 covering 5 major programs in 2013. He highlighted how most of the money came from personal donations of people across USA, showing the generosity and spirit of Agami’s supporters. The other Agami co-founders – Dr. Babu Rahman and Dr. Abu Hassan (current President of Agami) addressed the event audience through video messages. They both expressed their excitement and enthusiasm for the success of the NYC event in. Director of Projects, Dilruba Chowdhury, also had a video message for the crowd, where she highlighted the latest status of current projects and the upcoming ones. During the event, ANEC supporters also learned about the Alok Shishu Academy project from Farzana Sultana, former Board Member and Director of Fundraising, the KSN Institution in Gopalganj (Science Lab and IT Multimedia Center) from Dr. Subhash Basu, ANEC Associate Coordinator and the Khan Academy Initiative from Shahid Ahmed, also ANEC Associate Coordinator. Sayed Fazlur Rahman, ANEC Coordinator, spoke on behalf of the event sponsors.
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Agami NorthEast Chapter (ANEC)



Contributed by: Shahid Ahmed, ANEC Associate Coordinator



Guest Speaker for the event was Dr. Golam Mathbor, Professor and Associate Dean of Humanities and Social Studies, Monmouth University, New Jersey. He highlighted why it was important for the nation to provide basic education to the children of city slums and poor rural areas of Bangladesh, and also appealed to the crowd to help Agami achieve its goals. Finally on behalf of the organization, ANEC coordinator Dr. Dalil Rahman gave the thank you note to all attendees. The next phase was dinner followed by a musical program by performers Shabnam Abedi and Muttalib Biswas who enthralled the audience with their melodious songs. Chandan Benerjee entertained all with his Tabla. The event was managed through the efforts of several volunteers, including emcee Nusrat Jahan, Faryha Majumder, Nabilah Majumder, Adel Ahmed, Monica Khan, Jerin Tasnim Ahona, Aminur Rahman Mamun and Md A. Ali Monir. Overall ANEC offered an outstanding evening through its NYC fundraiser. ANEC also held a series of organizational meetings throughout the year of 2013. After the successful completion of September fundraiser, it was decided that in early 2014, a full committee as per Agami bylaws would be formed replacing the current adhoc ANEC Executive Committee. It was also decided that the next fundraiser would be held in New Jersey in Fall 2014. ANEC is fully committed to increasing the presence of Agami in the north east, and also to raise both funds and awareness to help improve the educational conditions for the children of Bangladesh.
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Life is Fun A Non-Traditional Approach to Learning Science



Contributed by: Mahjabeen Kamal



One of Agami’s newest initiatives aims at teaching science at school through fun and play and hands-on simple activities. Designed by duo Imranur Rahman and Asif Bayezid, currently Master’s students in the Department of Education, Dhaka University, Life is Fun! (LiF) is a non-formal and a non-traditional approach of teaching science at the elementary level for rural and underprivileged schools in Bangladesh. It is a compilation of eight science lessons for grades 3, 4 and 5. Each lesson is based on one common concept that is included in the national curriculum of Bangladesh . The topics included are water, air, light, heat, energy, plant and animal kingdom, pollution and the universe. Each lesson has been designed to engage children practically through experiments with pre-prepared apparatus, collaborative group work, puzzles, worksheets, discussions and presentations in an environment which makes learning fun for the young minds. According to data from the Education Ministry of Bangladesh, the number of students studying science is decreasing alarmingly. The decreasing rate of science students is 31.33 percent in the last eight years. In 1988, 41.35 percent students studied science at a secondary level. In 1995, this had decreased to 25.4 percent, and by 2008 it had gone down to 23.76 percent. Imran and Asif felt that engaging children in a fun environment to learn about science, especially in the rural areas where science programs are not strong would help raise interest and motivation in the field. LiF utilizes paid student volunteers, each of them expected to complete a four week training program before going out to teach. This training program provides basic information on science teaching methods in elementary schools. Each student volunteer is expected to contribute 3-8 hours each month and to continue with LiF for a period of not less than 6 months. There are currently four volunteers working on the project.
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Life is Fun A Non-Traditional Approach to Learning Science (continued)



There are two major goals in this program. · Contributed by: Mahjabeen Kamal



·



To inspire a passion for science in the citizens of tomorrow by increasing knowledge and interest in science at the elementary school level. To effectively use volunteers as a major factor in helping students to learn.



There are two major components that are essential for this project’s success the underprivileged students and the student volunteers. It is expected that significant learning will take place for both groups. The program was launched in 2012 at Alok school in Agargaon. The response was extremely positive and the experience was “ absolutely great”. After a few sessions with Alok, Imran and his team expanded their sessions with Pearabag school in Moghbazaar. The program also conducts evaluation, assessment and monitoring of students for pre and post tests for knowledge gain, change in interest and motivation, number of attendance, etc. Volunteers are also assessed periodically to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum and to gain feedback for the ongoing improvement of the operation of the project.
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Agami Education Foundation (AEF) Bangladesh



2013 has been a very active year for AEF. Agami funded in 11 different schools in Bangladesh with a total funding of $45,860: Name of School Contributed by: Dilruba Chowdhury, Director of Programs



January-June (USD)



July-December (USD)



Total (USD)



Bangladesh Mahila Samity



2000



3000



5000



KSNI



2500



2500



5000



Dhaora



2175



2175



4350



Pearabag



2930



2930



5860



Sajek



3200



3200



6400



Alok



3500



3500



7000



Doshgram



3000



3000



6000



Mashilla



1250



1250



CCCM



2000



2000



Nayalavanga



3000



3000



AEF administration spent a total of BDT 169,458 (~USD 2182) on operating costs: Area of Expense



Expense



Office rent



48,000/=



Office Manager



60,000/=



Office Expense



23,458/=



Cost of office relocation from Shaymoli to Kolabagan



26,000/=



Miscellaneous



12,000/= Total
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Agami Education Foundation (AEF) Bangladesh



Contributed by: Monowar Hossain AEF Team



In addition, AEF was able to complete and/or make progress on several specific projects. Completion of Khan Academy Project Phase 2 and Phase 3: Md. Monowar Hossain, Muhammad Pasha and their team had successfully completed Khan Academy Project (KAP) phase 2, implementing the project in four different schools. Primary schools Alok and Lions in Dhaka, and JMTF at Koyra, Khulna, along with Dhaora High School in Jhenaidah . Total cost of phase 2 was BDT. 699,002/=. We also successfully completed the Khan Academy Project Phase 3 in 2013, implementing the project at 4 primary schools. Three new schools were added with Alok. The schools were: ● Jaigir School, Manikganj ● Kewar School, Munshiganj ● Pearabag School, Dhaka We spent a total of BDT. 1,332,213/= in different fields in this project, including BDT. 251,000 on volunteer allowance, BDT 209,350/= on salary for the project manager and project officers, BDT 548,650/= on hardware for the project, BDT 35,287/= on training the teachers and BDT 83,840/= on school visit and monitoring. Progress on Khan Academy Project Phase 4: In Khan Academy Project Phase 4 we visited 21 different schools and selected 10 new schools for running this project. Work is progressing and interim report will be made available next year in 2014. Ex-Alok Scholarship Project: In ex-Alok Scholarship project Agami allocated $5,300 for 2013, which was transferred to Afzalunnesa Foundation.
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Agami Education Foundation (AEF) Bangladesh



Contributed by: Monowar Hossain AEF Team



Science Initiative: A new science initiative project was started this year which was named as “Life is Fun” for the students of Grade 3. In this project several volunteers taught students the basic science on several topics such as Air, Water, Soil etc. $1300 was allocated for this project but the expense was only ~$290 . The volunteers couldn’t go to the school in due time because of political unrest in Bangladesh. The sessions will be completed in 2014. School Monitoring Project: In this project we wanted to visit all the 14 schools funded by Agami. But we could only visit two schools in 2013 due to political unrest in the country. We visited Dhaora and Doshgram in 2013. The remaining schools will be visited in 2014. ADB Project and other new projects: In 2013 another new project had been taken jointly with Asian Development Bank. This project started in November 2013. Other new projects that were proposed in 2013 include: 1. English tuition in Alok 2. Computer tuition in Pearabag 3. Math tuition in Alok Of these, AEF was able to implement the computer tuition project in Pearabag in 2013. Others will be done in 2014.
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Fundraising in 2013



Contributed by: Razab Q. Chowdhury



What happens when you get arguably the biggest name in Bangladeshi popular music to show up for a large, yet intimate performance? Why you get Agami's successful 2013 fundraiser. On March 31, 2013, Agami hosted its annual Bay Area fundraiser. Agami fund-raisers have always been known for combining "it" performers with flawless organization to provide attendees with not just a great time but also the positive vibes that lead to generous donations. The 2013 incarnation of the Agami Bay Area Annual Fund-Raiser featured Arnob, an artist who has performed in an arena full of 25,000 spectators, has a global TV audience of 200,000,000 and is listened to, downloaded or viewed by hundreds of millions of fan all over the world. In other words, Agami had a superstar in its midst and a full house of 350 attendees enjoyed his live performance. The setting was the familiar and intimate one of Chandni Restaurant in Fremont, California. As has been the tradition, local performers including children performed as a first act. The first indication of the uniqueness of the afternoon occurred when Arnob offered to accompany a local artist. Imagine! A big star providing support to a local performer! The audience were already enthralled. After the opening artists and lunch were cleared away, Arnob took stage accompanied by the local band Tritone Paradox. Arnob proceeded to explain his roots at Shanti Niketon (the fabled institute of higher learning for fine arts established by Nobel laureate Rabindranath Thakur). Then he launched into performing his biggest hits such as Tui Gaan Ga, Tomar Jonno Nilchey Tara, Shey Je Boshey Achey. For many of the songs, he also offered the back story of how the songs evolved. For example, he explained how the tune Hariye Giyechi was a reflection of his culture shock when he moved from the peace and quiet of Shanti Niketon to the hustle and bustle of Dhaka. Needless to say, the crowd loved it all. In between eating delicious food and rocking out to Arnob’s breathtaking performance, a truly historic fundraising afternoon transpired. Thanks to the efforts of all in attendance, a record $46,000 was raised in donations.
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Statement of Activities (Income Statement) For the year ended December 31, 2013



Total



FY 2012



SUPPORT AND REVENUE



Contributed by: The Finance Team



Donations



$92,861



$85,985 ·



Admin



$20,321



Ticket



$13,150



Sponsorship



$3,775



Auction & Raffle Ticket



$2,050



Membership dues



$1,300



$7,396



$1,645



Interest income



$46



$67



Total Revenue



$113,182



$95,093



Program services



$82,006



$58,150



General and administrative



$4,731



$3,664



Fundraising



$17,153



$8,019



Total Expenses



$103,890



$69,833



Compiled by: The Finance Team



EXPENSES



·



NET INCOME



$9.290
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Financial Ratios



Contributed by: The Finance Team



Two common financial indicators are the program-spending ratio and the fundraising-efficiency ratio. The program-spending ratio is calculated by dividing total program expenses by total expenses. The fundraising- efficiency ratio is calculated by dividing fundraising costs by total contributions. The figure in the table above reflects that compared to 2012, Agami increased its fundraising efficiency in 2013 while program spending ratio decreased a little bit.



2013



2012



Program spending ratio



78.96%



83.02%



Fundraising efficiency



15.13%



9.22%
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The Agami Leadership Team 2013 Board of Directors



Nisar Ahmed



Mustafiz Choudhury



Imtiaz Chowdhury



Sabir Majumder



Babu Rahman



2013 Executive Committee



Abu Mahmudul Hassan President



Dilruba (Sheila) Chowdhury Director of Projects



Parvez Syed Director of Finance



Sarah Rahman Associate Director of Finance



Mahjabin Kamal (Mou) Associate Director of Projects



Faryha M Chowdhury Director of Marketing



Bhajendra Barman Associate Director of Projects



Farinaz (Simika) Kabir Director of Operations



Murshida (Irene) Chowdhury Director of Fundraising



Farzana Sultana Director of Grants
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Creating a Better Future Through Education www.agami.org PO Box 3178, Fremont, CA 94539, USA email [email protected] for more info
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